Recombinant soluble form of the human high-affinity receptor for IgE prevents anaphylactic shock in mice.
The ectodomain of the alpha subunit of the human high-affinity receptor for IgE (Fc epsilon RI) has been engineered as a recombinant soluble protein (sFc epsilon RI alpha) and purified in large quantity from the supernatant of transfected mammalian cells. The sFc epsilon RI alpha was apparently heterogeneous in terms of molecular weight (40 to 60 kd), and this heterogeneity was largely due to N-linked carbohydrates on the molecule. The amino terminal sequence was homogeneous and identical to the sequence predicted from the complementary DNA sequence. The amino acid composition of the sFc epsilon RI alpha was in agreement with the values expected from the cDNA sequence. The sFc epsilon RI alpha formed a complex with IgE, and gel filtration analyses of the complex of the sFc epsilon RI alpha and human IgE supported the idea that the stoichiometry of the IgE binding was 1:1. Passive anaphylactic shock in mice was suppressed when the sFc epsilon RI alpha was intravenously injected after sensitization with anti-trinitrophenyl IgE and challenged with the appropriate antigen. In this model the sFc epsilon RI alpha was effective when administered 48 hours before the antigen challenge, but not 24 hours before the challenge. These results suggest that the sFc epsilon RI alpha facilitated the dissociation of IgE from Fc epsilon RI on mast cells in vivo and suppressed type I allergic reactions.